Ultrastructure of macrocellular (large cell) carcinomas of the lung.
The electronmicroscopic investigation of five lung tumors histodiagnosed as macrocellular carcinomas showed the ultrastructural monomorphism of large, variedly shaped neoplastic cells, lack of intercellular junctions, voluminous nuclei with many indentations of nuclear membrane, dispersed euchromatin, large and multiple nucleoli, and nuclear bodies. A reduced number of cytoplasmic organelles was characteristic for these cells, represented mainly by mitochondria, rare rough endoplasmic reticulum, free ribosomes rare Golgi vesicles and flattened tubules, and a various amount of tonofilaments. These features characterized the poorly differentiated proliferation forming these tumors. The elements of differential diagnosis from other poorly differentiated lung tumors (epidermoid and cylindrocubic) are discussed, allowing the consideration of this proliferation type with repressed differentiation and maturation as a real one in the framework of lung carcinomas.